SALC Program Wide Reading Project: Student Book Choice
Name:_______________________________

ABE Class & Level: ___________________

Thank you for participating in our all SALC one book reading project!
As a way to recognize your accomplishment and celebrate the completion of the project,
you will be gifted an additional book by Jacqueline Woodson to take with you this summer
to read independently or with your families.
Please read the book titles with accompanying synopsis below and clearly mark the one
box that represents the book you would like to receive for the summer.
Don’t forget to put your name and class section at the top.

If You Come Softly
Jeremiah feels good inside his own skin. That is, when he's in his own Brooklyn
neighborhood. But now he's going to be attending a fancy prep school in Manhattan, and
black teenage boys don't exactly fit in there. So it's a surprise when he meets Ellie the first
week of school. In one frozen moment their eyes lock, and after that they know they fit
together--even though she's Jewish and he's black. Their worlds are so different, but to
them that's not what matters. Too bad the rest of the world has to get in their way.
Jacqueline Woodson's work has been called “moving and resonant” (Wall Street Journal)
and “gorgeous” (Vanity Fair). Now celebrating its twentieth anniversary, and including a new
preface by the author, If You Come Softly is a powerful story of interracial love that leaves
readers wondering "why" and "if only . . ."

YES, I want to read the above book as my choice

Hush
Evie Thomas is not who she used to be. Once she had a best friend, a happy home and a
loving grandmother living nearby. Once her name was Toswiah. Now, everything is
different. Her family has been forced to move to a new place and change their identities. But
that's not all that has changed. Her once lively father has become depressed and quiet. Her
mother leaves teaching behind and clings to a new-found religion. Her only sister is making
secret plans to leave. And Evie, struggling to find her way in a new city where kids aren't
friendly and the terrain is as unfamiliar as her name, wonders who she is. Jacqueline
Woodson weaves a fascinating portrait of a thoughtful young girl's coming of age in a world
turned upside down.

YES, I want to read the above book as my choice
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Miracle’s Boys
For Lafayette and his brothers, the challenges of growing up in New York City are
compounded by the facts that they've lost their parents and it's up to eldest brother Ty'ree to
support the boys, and middle brother Charlie has just returned home from a correctional
facility. Lafayette loves his brothers and would do anything if they could face the world as a
team. But even though Ty'ree cares, he's just so busy with work and responsibility. And
Charlie's changed so much that his former affection for his little brother has turned to open
hostility. Now, as Lafayette approaches 13, he needs the guidance and answers only his
brothers can give him. The events of one dramatic weekend force the boys to make the
choice to be there for each other--to really see each other--or to give in to the pain and
problems of every day.
YES, I want to read the above book as my choice

Another Brooklyn
Running into a long-ago friend sets memory from the 1970s in motion for August,
transporting her to a time and a place where friendship was everything—until it wasn’t. For
August and her girls, sharing confidences as they ambled through neighborhood streets,
Brooklyn was a place where they believed that they were beautiful, talented, brilliant—a part
of a future that belonged to them.
But beneath the hopeful veneer, there was another Brooklyn, a dangerous place where
grown men reached for innocent girls in dark hallways, where ghosts haunted the night,
where mothers disappeared. A world where madness was just a sunset away and fathers
found hope in religion. Like Louise Meriwether’s Daddy Was a Number Runner and Dorothy
Allison’s Bastard Out of Carolina, Jacqueline Woodson’s Another Brooklyn heartbreakingly
illuminates the formative time when childhood gives way to adulthood—the promise and
peril of growing up—and exquisitely renders a powerful, indelible, and fleeting friendship
that united four young lives.

YES, I want to read the above book as my choice
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